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Client Information Pack 

 

 

Introduction to our service  

 
The Research Design Service (RDS) supports research teams to develop and submit high quality applied 

health and social care grant applications to NIHR and other national peer-reviewed funding programmes. 

This Client Information details what you can expect from the service and our terms and conditions  

 

1. RDS East of England; Working with the RDS 

 

The Research Design Service provides a national network of experts who help researchers across England to 

develop competitive funding applications for health, public health, and social care research. This document 

describes what you can expect from the RDS and what we expect in return to provide the best possible 

service. 

 

We will: 

 

• offer free advice on developing research funding and fellowship applications 

• allocate advisers to coordinate support and guidance 

• provide timely feedback on draft applications 

• where appropriate, include our public contributors* as part of the support we provide to you 

• treat all discussions and information provided in confidence 

• signpost to other helpful people, services, and resources 

• offer continuing support post award where needed 

 

We can help by: 

 

• identifying suitable funders for your research 

• identifying possible gaps in your research team and suggest collaborators 

• recommending appropriate methods and designs 

• advising on and supporting public involvement in your research 

• helping you to demonstrate the potential value and impact of your research 

• reviewing drafts of your application and suggest improvements 

 

Unfortunately, the RDS cannot: 

 

• support applications not intended for national peer-reviewed funding bodies 

• provide supervision or informal support for students 

• draft sections of funding applications 

• carry out any of the research proposed 

 



 

To make the most of the RDS and to support the service, we ask researchers to approach us well in advance 

of application deadlines, familiarise themselves with the scope and eligibility of their intended funder, 

inform the RDS of the outcome of their applications, and provide feedback on our service through our 

post-advice surveys. 

 

Please note: The RDS cannot and does not promote or endorse any application or intervention. 

* 'public contributors' are lay people who work with us to support research teams, and who have an interest 

in health research and can provide public involvement advice 

 

Eligibility   

 

We provide support to NHS, social care researchers and other researchers who are working in partnership 

with the NHS. Our services are free of charge, but it is useful to give some examples of situations where we 

are not able to provide support free of charge:   

 

• the development of projects for which there is no intention to submit a grant application to a 

recognised funder as described above  

 

• doing the research; if required this would need to be costed into the project grant bid, and it would 

also depend upon available research capacity and interests of host institution  

formal supervision or informal support for students  

 

• requesting support to conduct unfunded analysis on data already collected.  

 

It should also be noted that it is only within our remit to support applications to national peer reviewed 

funding agencies.  

 

If you are in any doubt about eligibility, please contact us to discuss your situation.   

 

Mutual Understandings   

 

You can expect to gain access to a professional service in a timely manner. You may approach the RDS at 

any stage of development of a research proposal: from simply wanting to discuss an initial idea through to 

requesting input on a specific issue relating to a well-developed proposal. The earlier you approach us, the 

more comprehensive our advice can be. We prefer you to make an initial on-line request for support via our 

website www.rds-eoe.nihr.ac.uk. You may, however, also make contact in person, telephone, email or post.   

 

If eligible, you can expect the following from the RDS:   

 

• professional advice about aspects of developing a grant application and practical support for such 

development, free of charge; advice will be given to all projects that have potential to achieve 

funding and advice will be provided throughout the submission process  

 

• face-to-face meetings at a mutually convenient time and venue and/or other forms 

of communication as appropriate   

• support in co-ordinating the process of proposal development, as required   

 

• advice on drafting relevant sections of proposals, as required   

 

• support in identifying and approaching other potential lay and professional collaborators, as 

required   

 

http://www.rds-eoe.nihr.ac.uk/


 

• support in identifying a suitable NIHR funding stream and advising on their application processes, if 

not eligible for NIHR funding we would try to provide advice on other potential funding bodies 

depending on local knowledge  

 

• support for obtaining appropriate user and carer involvement in project development ∙ in the case of 

unsuccessful applications, support with deciding what to do next  

 

• all discussions regarding the proposal to be treated with appropriate confidentiality.  

 

 

 

 In return, the RDS expects that you will:   

 

• use the RDS only for eligible purposes   

 

• carefully consider proffered advice, discussing as necessary  

 

• ensure that the research team includes input from NHS staff and lay person(s)  

 

• where RDS staff are invited, and agree, to be grant co-applicants, include appropriate costs in the 

grant to cover any work they will undertake in the conduct, analysis and reporting of the project   

 

• accurately reflect the nature of RDS involvement and support in the relevant section of the grant 

application; RDS staff can provide you with a reminder of input given by the RDS  

 

• provide the RDS with a copy of any completed, submitted application in which RDS support has 

been involved  

 

• inform the RDS of the funding committee’s decision.  

 

2. RDS East of England; Terms and conditions  

 

The Research Design Service East of England (RDS EoE) will only provide advice if a support request meets 

the eligibility criteria set out in the ‘Working with the RDS’ document.   

 

We take every care to provide accurate and up-to-date information and advice through our advice service, 

website, publications or any other service we provide, however the information we provide is subject to 

change and we cannot guarantee its correctness or completeness at any given time. We cannot guarantee 

the accuracy and appropriateness of the advice given by our service, although every effort is made to 

ensure high quality up-to-date advice is provided. 

 

Although every reasonable effort will be made, we cannot guarantee advice to be given by a particular 

deadline, such as a funding deadline or within a particular timeframe.  

 

Every effort will be made to provide advice where eligible. However, we may not have the capacity to 

support applications in the timeframe required and reserve the right to prioritise advice given under these 

circumstances.   

 

Links provided on the RDS EoE website are for information and convenience only. We do not 

accept responsibility for the sites linked to, or the information found there. A link does not imply 

an endorsement of a site. You are solely responsible for evaluating the accuracy and completeness of any 



 

information contained on the third-party website, and also the value and integrity of any goods and 

services offered by other websites. We cannot guarantee that these links will work all of the time and have 

no control over the availability of the linked pages.  

 

We do not accept liability for any loss, damage or expense resulting from the use of information, advice or 

any service provided by the RDS EoE. 

All content provided by the RDS EoE is copyright unless otherwise stated.  

 

The RDS EoE may change these terms and conditions at any time and without warning. The latest terms and 

conditions can be obtained by using the following contact details:   

 

Central Co-ordinator, 

Research Design Service East of England  

School of Health and Social Care  

University of Essex  

Wivenhoe Park   

Colchester  

CO4 3SQ  

 

Telephone: 01206 874856 Email: rdsc@essex.ac.uk  

 

Any new versions of the terms and conditions will supersede previous versions.  

 

3. RDS East of England; Privacy Statement and Confidentiality Agreement 

 

Privacy Statement 

 

The purpose of this privacy statement is to set out what data we collect, why we collect it and how long we 

will keep it for. Please consult our confidentiality statement for information on how we handle the content 

of your project applications and associated intellectual property. 

 

The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Research Design Service (RDS) complies fully with the 

General Data Protection Regulations.  

 

Project development support 

 

As a recipient of support from the RDS we will collect and securely store project information relating to your 

application in order to facilitate our advice giving. We will retain that data until one year after the end of 

our successive RDS contracts. 

 

We additionally categorise our support by category and time spent. This information will be shared 

annually, along with details pertaining to the project’s principal investigator, with the NIHR Central 

Commissioning Facility (CCF) to evaluate the management and delivery of the RDS. The CCF is part of the 

Department for Health and Social Care (DHSC) NIHR. All information will be held securely and treated in the 

strictest confidence by the RDS, CCF and NIHR. 

 

The NIHR privacy policy includes further information including ways NIHR may use your data, contact 

details and details of your individual rights in relation to how your data will be used. This includes details of 

the information collected by NIHR, why it is collected, how long it will be retained and how the information 

will be used. 

 

mailto:rdsc@essex.ac.uk
https://www.nihr.ac.uk/documents/nihr-privacy-policy/12242


 

Evaluations 

 

From time to time the RDS will ask you, anonymously, to evaluate the service that you have received, 

whether it is project support or, for example, event attendance. The feedback we receive is used to improve 

our service and quotes may be used as feedback to our funders. Collated data will be kept until one year 

after the end of successive RDS contracts, individual data will be kept for one year. 

CCF asks us to circulate their RDS evaluation survey each year, to those who we have provided application 

support to in the latest annual reporting period. Please consult the NIHR privacy policy for the handling of 

that data. 

 

Mailing list subscriptions 

 

If you’ve signed up to an RDS news alert, newsletter, bulletin or other similar publication then your name 

and email may be stored in a MailChimp account which some RDS use to distribute all of our ebulletins and 

updates. MailChimp are fully GDPR compliant (privacy policy) and you can unsubscribe at any time with the 

link on the bottom of a mailing. Neither RDS nor MailChimp will share your details with a third party. Your 

data will be kept until one year after the end of successive RDS contracts or until you unsubscribe.  

 

Event bookings 

 

By signing up to attend an RDS event you consent to the collection and storage of your booking data. This 

data will be used to facilitate the administration of the event and the evaluation of our effectiveness to 

reach and engage with researchers throughout our region. Collated data will be kept until one year after the 

end of successive RDS contracts, individual data will be kept for one year unless it relates to photo 

permissions in which case it will be held until the end of the RDS contract plus one year. 

Some RDS regions use Eventbrite to manage their bookings. Information on how Eventbrite manage 

booking data can be found here: privacy policy  

 

Website analytics 

 

The RDS collates only data regarding unique page views and time spent on the site. This information is used 

to improve our websites, tailor our information to user need and monitor interest in certain areas such as 

our RDSblog. Although IP-address data may be available our analytics do not include the data at that level 

of detail. 

 

Google Analytics and cookie use  

 

Our website uses Google Analytics to allow the RDS EoE to understand how visitors interact with the 

website in order to improve and tailor the website to its audience. No personal data is collected.  

 

Google Analytics uses traffic log cookies to gain information about the use that is made of pages on our 

website. We use the information from cookies to generate reports on the usage of our website which are 

used for evaluation and analysis. The purpose is to improve our website by tailoring it to the needs of users. 

No data specific to any identifiable user is retained. For more detail on the information collected by Google 

Analytics, including its use of cookies, please visit Safeguarding your data. More information about cookies 

used by Google Analytics can be found on the Google Analytics Website.  

 

To provide website visitors more choice on how their data is collected by Google Analytics, Google 

have developed the Google Analytics Opt-out Browser Add-on. Installing the add-on allows users to stop 

the browser sending information about their visit to Google Analytics. Further detail can be found here.  

 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nihr.ac.uk%2Fabout-us%2Fdocuments%2FPrivacy%2520Policy%2520NIHR.pdf&data=02%7C01%7Clh384%40leicester.ac.uk%7Cf427da19c509460538fc08d6cfa56f7e%7Caebecd6a31d44b0195ce8274afe853d9%7C0%7C0%7C636924706772946091&sdata=wKjcTfS0zCy0dUTMP8rw%2F0lAnSmRLASJ5%2F2IsrZkrck%3D&reserved=0
https://mailchimp.com/legal/privacy/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/support/articles/en_US/Troubleshooting/eventbrite-privacy-policy?lg=en_GB
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6004245
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-usage
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout


 

You can choose to accept or decline cookies. Most web browsers automatically accept cookies, but you 

can usually modify your browser setting to decline cookies if you prefer. You should be aware that this 

may prevent you from taking full advantage of this website. If you wish to restrict or block cookies set by 

this or any other website, you can do this through your browser settings. The Help function within your 

browser should tell you how or contact your local IT support for advice.  

 

Please also see further details regarding our host the University of Essex.  

 

Data retention 

 

Your contact information will be removed from our records, one year after the end of successive RDS 

contracts, unless the information relates to a financial transaction when we are obliged to retain it for up to 

seven years for auditing purposes.  

 

How to contact us 

 

If you wish to contact the RDS EoE to ensure that your contact details are correct and up-to-date or to ask 

for your contact information to be removed from our records, please contact us at:  

 

Central Co-ordinator  

Research Design Service East of England 

School of Health and Human Sciences 

University of Essex 

Wivenhoe Park 

Colchester 

CO4 3SQ  

Tel: 01206 874856  

E-mail: rdsc@essex.ac.uk  

 

Should you have any complaint about the way that the RDS EoE processes your personal information you 

can make a complaint to the Information Commissioner by visiting: https://ico.org.uk/concerns/ - or by 

writing to the Commissioner at: The Information Commissioner, Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe 

House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF. 

 

If we decide to change our Privacy Statement we will email clients and update this document. This will help 

ensure that you are always aware of what personal information we collect, how we use it, how long we will 

retain it for and under what circumstances, if any, we share it with other parties. 

 

Confidentiality Agreement 

 

This agreement provides you with the information about how we deal with the intellectual property that we 

are privy to whilst supporting of your application development. Please consult the privacy statement for 

what information we collect and store about your project and how long we’ll hold it for. 

 

As a recipient of support from the NIHR Research Design Service (RDS) we will have sight of your 

application and will be party to discussions regarding direction, scope and intellectual property (IP) within 

your project.  

 

All information that you provide us will be treated in the strictest confidence and only used to help us to 

give the best possible advice giving in the development of your application. Apart from RDS members of 

staff, we will only share your ideas and/or application, where appropriate, with our public contributors All 

https://www.essex.ac.uk/disclaimer/website-privacy-and-cookies-policy
https://ico.org.uk/concerns/


 

public contributors have been trained by the RDS and have signed a confidentiality statement prior to 

taking up the role. 

 

On occasion, in order to provide you with the best support, we may need to consult an expert outside of 

the RDS. If this situation arises we will seek your consent before approaching them. 

 

As part of the working agreement with the RDS you will be asked to share your final application with us 

before it is submitted for funding. This is for our own internal evaluation; it’s helpful to see whether our 

suggestions have been useful enough for you to use in your bid and whether the bid is eventually funded. 

Please note that the RDS will take appropriate steps to ensure confidentiality of any information sent to us 

via our website, although we cannot accept any liability for the loss or disclosure of data sent to us in this 

way. 
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